
The powerful yet portable Lenovo V15 Gen 3 i 
laptop meets today’s on-the-move hybrid 
employees and students’ performance, 
convenience, and quality requirements. 

Compact and lightweight, it delivers bold visuals  
on an optimized FHD IPS or TN display and 
modern audio-visual management capabilities for 
optimizing digital meetings. Productivity features 
and generous connectivity speed user tasks, while 
the latest in remote management and security give 
IT control of device updates and data privacy. 

Powered by the 12th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 Processor,  
high-speed graphics, and plenty of memory  
and storage, the V15 Gen 3 i offers the industry’s  
highest performance-to-cost ratio available 
in an entry-level laptop.
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ITDM Benefits
Easy Manageability: Lenovo V15 Gen 3 i is an economical choice for 
businesses and enables easy IT deployment and management. Accomplish 
tasks quicker with powerful processing that enables smoother multitasking.
 
Secure Data and Device: protect sensitive data with business-grade 
security features. Stay private online with the Camera Privacy Shutter. 
Firmware-based TPM 2.0 encrypts sensitive information, preventing 
breaches and data leaks. Windows 11 delivers strong built-in security 
down to the hardware level, isolating and encrypting data, and preventing 
malware attacks.

Advanced Protection: Intel® Core™ processors are equipped 
to provide advanced protection. It helps shut down  
an entire class of attacks that long evaded software-only  
solutions and protect sensitive OS data such as user login  
credentials from malware attacks. Built-in Below-the-OS  
Security helps protect from firmware attacks during  
device startup.
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1Optional

No-Compromise Economy: users get cutting-edge tech at a  
budget-friendly price. Experience superior multitasking productivity  
with 12th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 Processor. Up to 16GB RAM, and up to  
512GB SSD and 1TB HDD storage deliver ultra-fast response times,  
even when multitasking. Intel® Connectivity Performance Suite helps 
improve network capabilities. With this power boost, the experience  
of working online is taken to the next level.

Immersive Experiences: the 15-inch display with a four-sided narrow 
bezel and 88% screen-to-body (STB) ratio improves viewing detailed 
applications like spreadsheets. FHD TN screen with 250nits or FHD IPS 
screen with 300nits delivers quality visuals, even at wider viewing angles.

Universal Connectivity: users get fast access to all their peripherals and 
networks with six standard I/O ports. USB Type-C handles data transfer, 
HDMI delivers audio and video, and USB 3.0 and USB 2.0 ports connect  
to accessories.

More Productive Conferences: digital meetings have become a regular 
occurrence for hybrid workers and students. Now, participants can get 
more done thanks to Intelligent noise cancellation and background-blur 
features that minimize distractions. Users stay focused on the work at  
hand, not fiddling with technology. Microsoft Teams within Windows 11 
lets you share content straight from the taskbar and mute or unmute 
participants to improve collaboration. Up to 12th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 Processor



Accessories

Comfortable and functional, this mouse offers exceptional 
quality in a modern wireless solution. Equipped with an 
optical sensor, it enables fast scrolls and accurate clicks 
through documents and spreadsheets.

Lenovo 400 Wireless Mouse
PN: GY50R91293

Lenovo 15.6” Laptop Casual Backpack 
GX40Q17227

Modern, durable, and stylish, this backpack with its conveniently 
placed compartments and pockets, is perfect for users on the go. 
Water-repellent fabric and a clean, streamlined design create  
a carrying case ideally suited for everyday use.

Lenovo 100 In-ear Headphones 
PN: GXD0J36366

Lenovo in-ear headphones deliver exceptional 
sound clarity for rich audio experiences. A 
comfortable fit, tangle-free cord, and a hidden 
noise-canceling microphone make conference 
calls easier and more productive.



PERFORMANCE 

Processor  
Up to 12th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 Processor

Operating System  
Up to Windows 11 Pro

Memory 
Onboard + DIMM; up to 16GB

Storage  
Up to 512GB M.2 PCIe SSD 
Up to 1TB HDD 
Supports Dual Drive1,2

Graphics 
Integrated Intel® UHD graphics

Camera  
HD, dual mics 

Audio  
2 x 1.5W stereo speakers 
Dolby® AudioTM

Battery 
38Whr / 45Whr

Adapter 
2 cable, round plug or Type-C3  
65W  
Supports RapidCharge 
 
SECURITY 

TPM 2.0 SW  
Camera Privacy Shutter  
Kensington™ lock slot

DESIGN 

Display  
15” FHD IPS (1920 x 1080 pixels) with anti-glare, 300 nits 
15” FHD TN (1920 x 1080 pixels) with anti-glare, 250 nits 
TÜV Certified 
88% STBR

Dimensions (W x D x H)  
359 x 236 x 19.9 mm  
14.13 x 9.29 x 0.78 inches 

Weight 
1.7kg / 3.74lbs.

Keyboard  
3.0mm Keyboard 
SMB Service HotKey

Color  
Iron Grey  
Business Black 

Material  
A/C Pigment IMR (Iron Grey) 
A/C/D Special Texture (Business Black) 
 
CONNECTIVITY 

Input/Output Ports  
1x USB 3.0 
1x USB 2.0 
1 x RJ452  
1 x Type-C (Full Function) 
HDMI 
Audio Jack

WLAN  
Wi-Fi 6 with integrated Bluetooth® 5.0 
Wi-Fi 5 with integrated Bluetooth® 5.0 

CERTIFICATIONS

Energy Star® 
EPEAT™ Silver 
TÜV Software Low Blue Light 

PRELOADED SOFTWARE 

Lenovo Vantage   
McAfee® LiveSafe™ (trial)  
Microsoft Office (trial, except in Japan 
 
SERVICES 

Lenovo offers a comprehensive portfolio of services 
to support and protect your investment—so you can 
focus on your work, not your IT.

Premier Support 
Provides direct access to skilled and experienced  
Lenovo technicians offering comprehensive hardware 
and software support. Gives you a consistent point  
of contact within Lenovo to ensure that your case  
resolution is professionally managed from start to finish.

Accidental Damage Protection (ADP) 
Prevents the hassles of unexpected repair costs.  
Provides coverage for non-warranted damage incurred 
under normal operating conditions, such as minor spills, 
drops, or damage to the integrated screen.

Warranty Extension (1-year base, up to 3 years) 
This fixed-term, fixed-cost service helps you accurately 
budget for your IT expenses, protect your valuable  
investment, and lower the cost of ownership over time.
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1Dual drive storage supports up to 1TB HDD + 256GB SSD only 
2Optional
3Select Countries Only 
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